BBS EZ - SCAN

Print Behavior Based Safety checklists straight from the BBS application

Too often observation feedback is not used to improve company safety. This application allows EHS managers to easily capture observation feedback and act upon it to create a safer workplace.
How we do it

**EZ Scan**

The BBS EZ Scan application allows managers to streamline their behavior-based safety process by effortlessly organizing large amounts of observation data.

**Features**

- Create observation checklist forms in BBS Application
- Print observation checklists straight from the Insight ViaTM (SMS)
- Upload behavior observation checklists into SMS
- Data updated immediately into SMS
- Ability to track barriers to safe working conditions
- Create investigations for follow up based on barriers or unsafe conditions
- Assign corrective actions to improve workplace safety
- Real time reporting to track and trend behaviors
- Supports multiple languages
- Works with any scanner, no special equipment needed
- No custom printing required
- No custom programming required
- Same day setup to implementation

**About Us**

We are consultants and business partners to many of the world’s largest chemical, oil and gas, transportation, utility, pharmaceutical, and agriculture companies. Through a transformational approach, we guide clients in evolving both their organizational culture and their operational environment, enabling them to reduce exposures and injuries, save lives, protect assets—and in the process, achieve higher performance.

1-800-888-9596

www.dekra.us/sms
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